Federal Regulatory Research
A Few Regulatory Information Sources

**U.S. Government Manual** (online & print)

Federal Regulatory Directory (print)

**Sourcebook Of United States Executive Agencies** (online and in print)
From Proposal to Adoption

Just an idea from a regulator: the Unified Agenda.

Where can you find the Unified Agenda?
Where can you find proposed rules?

Where can you find comments?
Final rules & summary of comments: the Federal Register and regulations.gov and the federalregister.gov
Status: List of Sections Affected
Final Codification

The Code of Federal Regulations

LII

ecfr.gov
Guide to acronyms:

govspeak
Don’t forget:

Agency websites
USA.gov
Lexisweb
govinfo.gov (beta)
Food Labeling Guide - Food and Drug Administration

www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceRegulation/GuidanceDocumentsRegulatoryInformation/LabelingNutrition/ucm2006828.htm
This guidance is a summary of the required statements for food labels under the Federal Food, Drug, and Cosmetic Act and the Fair Packaging and Labeling...

(PDF) Guidance for Industry - Food and Drug Administration

Contains nonbinding recommendations Labeling of Certain Beers Subject to the Labeling Jurisdiction of the Food and Drug Administration. Guidance for...

(PDF) Is My Food Product Under FDA or USDA? - Food and Drug...

EXHIBIT 3-1 INVESTIGATIONS OPERATIONS MANUAL...labels/labeling of shell eggs.) Products with 3% or less...
Jurisdiction for products produced under...

(PDF) A Guide to Federal Food Labeling Requirements for Meat and...

DISCLAIMER. This Guide is designed as a user-friendly introduction to the basic food labeling requirements for meat, poultry, and egg products. It...

FDA Issues Final Guidance on Labeling of Certain Beers

www.fda.gov/Food/NewsEvents/ ConstituentUpdates/ucm427359.htm
FDA Issues Final Guidance on Labeling of...FDA expects that all labels for these products now comply with...to the Labeling Jurisdiction of the Food...

Guidance for Industry: Labeling of Certain Beers Subject...

www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceRegulation/GuidanceDocumentsRegulatoryInformation/ucm166239.htm
Labeling of Certain Beers Subject to the Labeling Jurisdiction of the Food and Drug Administration Guidance for Industry.
Genetically Modified Food Fight: The FDA Should Step Up to the Regulatory Plate so States Do Not
We know how many calories are in it. We know if it contains gluten, and its percentage of sodium out of an ideal daily diet. 1 Fat...labels for different states impeding the free flow of commerce between the states...voluntary labeling with the language “GMO... 
Author: Morgan Anderson Helme*
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Are New Zealand's 'gluten-free' labelling laws too strict? - Russell McVeagh
New Zealand has some of the world's strictest standards for the labelling of 'gluten-free' foodstuffs. This article compares our stance...strict approach to gluten-free labelling ensures that food manufacturers...revisiting New Zealand's 'gluten-free' labelling laws. 
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**Allergens > Questions and Answers: Gluten-Free Food Labeling Final ...**
https://www.fda.gov/Food/GuidanceRegulation/.../Allergens/ucm362880.htm ▼
Dec 12, 2017 - Therefore, if the label of an imported food subject to FDA regulations makes a gluten-free claim, that food must comply with the gluten-free labeling requirements. Can foods that are by nature free of gluten be labeled gluten-free? Yes. Whether a food is manufactured to be free of gluten or by nature is free of ...
Skip to main page content · General · Labeling · Gluten Levels

**Consumer Updates > 'Gluten-Free' Now Means What It Says - FDA**
https://www.fda.gov/ForConsumers/ConsumerUpdates/ucm363069.htm ▼
Dec 13, 2017 - In August 2013, the Food and Drug Administration issued a final rule that defined what characteristics a food has to have to bear a label that proclaims it "gluten-free." The rule also holds foods labeled "without gluten," "free of gluten," and "no gluten" to the same standard. Manufacturers had one year to ...

**Label Reading and The FDA - Celiac Disease Foundation**
https://celiac.org/live-gluten-free/glutenfreediet/label-reading/ ▼
A gluten-free label. If a product claims to be gluten-free on the package, then it is most likely safe to eat as the FDA only allows packaged foods with less than 20ppm of gluten to be labeled "gluten-free." However, you should still check the ingredients list. It is also important to remember that "wheat-free" does not necessarily ...
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